Advanced Excel Training Calendar 2019

For more information or to register , visit www.summitcl.com/summitbi

Attain CPDs at your convenience. Summit
Business Intelligence unit invites you for
Advanced Excel data analytics training.
Workshops in various disciplines from;
Audit, Finance, Credit & Risk, Human
Resources, Procurement, Management,
Research and so much more. Trainings
are both in-house (at your place of

convenience) and at the Institute of Forensics and
ICT Security in Ntinda as specified in the calendar.
NB: You should confirm attendance a week earlier.
There will also be specialized bootcamps in; Audit
Analytics; Credit, investment and Risk Analytics and
Business Intelligence for Finance, Accounting and
Management

24-28th June 2019

20th – 23rd May 2019

CPE
10

CPE
05
Advanced Business Intelligence and
Big Data
•
To empower professionals and executives
with skills and techniques to connect their
Excel application to thousands of millions of
data, build business intelligence models to
unearth hidden patterns in relational datasets,
solve complex optimization and scheduling
problems and develop real-time reporting
systems.

How you will benefit:
i.
Professionals will be able to connect Excel
to thousands of data sources from flat
files like csv, txt, xlsx; database systems;
cloud solutions; the web; to other big data
technologies like Hadoop.
ii.
You will learn how to automate repetitive
structuring, transformation and cleaning tasks
that will reduce downtime for organizing
reports by more than 81%.
iii. Professionals will build robust ad-hoc reporting
business intelligence solutions in finance,
sales, marketing, audit, manufacturing, risk to
enhance self-service analytics.
iv. Enable read only access from data sources to
enhance integrity.
v.
Executives will also learn the powerful
business intelligence language of Data
Analysis Expressions (DAX) that will be used
to answer all types of business questions
from ratio analysis, variance analysis to time
intelligence.
vi. Professionals will be able to connect different
databases, files and folders together to
generate cross platform analytics.
vii. Automate the entire business intelligence
process from data extraction, transformation
to loading, modeling and joins, to report
generation and analysis.

Ugx 700,000 per participant for three days | 8:00am – 4:00 pm

Advanced Business Intelligence and Big Data

Connect to thousands of core systems both in and out of your
organization and develop robust business models to enable cross
platform analytics on the thousands of millions of data you collect
to identify important trends in Operations, Finance, Human
resources, Risk, Audit and external datasets in real time to
monitor, analyse and stay ahead of your obligations, bottlenecks
and competition.
Objective:
•
To empower professionals and executives with skills and
techniques to connect their Excel application to thousands
of millions of data, build business intelligence models to
unearth hidden patterns in relational datasets, solve complex
optimization and scheduling problems and develop real-time
reporting systems.

How you will benefit:
i.
Professionals will be able to connect Excel to thousands of data
sources from flat files like csv, txt, xlsx; database systems; cloud
solutions; the web; to other big data technologies like Hadoop.
ii.
You will learn how to automate repetitive structuring,
transformation and cleaning tasks that will reduce downtime for
organizing reports by more than 81%.
iii. Professionals will build robust ad-hoc reporting business
intelligence solutions in finance, sales, marketing, audit,
manufacturing, risk to enhance self-service analytics.
iv. Enable read only access from data sources to enhance integrity.
v.
Executives will also learn the powerful business intelligence
language of Data Analysis Expressions (DAX) that will be used
to answer all types of business questions from ratio analysis,
variance analysis to time intelligence.
vi. Professionals will be able to connect different databases, files
and folders together to generate cross platform analytics.
vii. Automate the entire business intelligence process from data
extraction, transformation to loading, modeling and joins, to
report generation and analysis.

Ugx 700,000 per participant for three days | 8:00am – 4:00 pm

24th – 26th July 2019

CPE
05
Advanced Financial Modeling and Visualization
Build robust dynamic financial, investment and risk models for your
firm and present your results in world-class corporate strategic
dashboards and reports
Objective:
•
To empower professionals and executives with advanced
skills and techniques to produce first-class financial models,
compelling financial dashboards and automate your reporting
process
How you will benefit:
i.
Financial models will enable you manipulate data to
understand risks unique to your business and how they affect
your overall strategy.
ii.
You will be able to build dynamic dashboards relating your
model to different reports to give the bigger picture.
iii. Professionals will build captivating visualizations of their models
and other data points to unearth what is hidden in their data on
basis of the 10-second rule.
iv. Professionals will reduce errors of data entry in their worksheets
by more than 90%.
v.
Downtime for producing reports will reduce by 81%
vi. Learn the best practices of building financial models and laying
corporate dashboards

and assisting external auditors in understanding more of your
audit analysis foundation.
iv. Automatically consolidate files, folders and other sources to
analyse the entire snapshot of the data in question.
v.
Building dynamic business intelligence rolling calendars to
optimize time intelligence in your audit and risk assessments.
vi. Develop automated schedules to assess investment risks and
trace financial statement inconsistencies.
vii. Perform cross system analytics with advanced data modeling
with Excel’s data model to analyse data across different tables
and leverage from relationships and how different systems
like HR and Finance work together to track trends and hidden
insights.
viii. Perform cross system analytics with advanced data modeling
with Excel’s data model to analyse data across different tables
and leverage from relationships and how different systems
like HR and Finance work together to track trends and hidden
insights.
ix. Preparing the audit analytics solution for end-users leveraging
self-service analytical skills.
x.
Understanding the powerful business intelligence language of
DAX to build powerful automated aging, stratification, duplicate
analysis and time intelligence solutions.
xi. Generating an automated trial balance solution and how to
leverage from big data drill down.
xii. Understanding CUBE formulas and how to manipulate them
in customized report creation, and Advanced Invoice Gap
detection.
xiii. Building interactive reports with PivotTables, slicers, timelines
and charts.
xiv. Professionals will develop compelling visualisations in cashflow
analysis, trend analysis, revenue-cost racetracks, Outlier
detection, heatmaps for risk assessment and Goal-Target charts.
Ugx 1,500,000 per participant for Five days | 8:00am – 4:00 pm

23rd to 27th September

Ugx 700,000 per participant for three days | 8:00am – 4:00 pm

26th – 30th August 2019

CPE
10
Credit, Investment & Risk Analytics Bootcamp

CPE
10
Advanced Audit Analytics Bootcamp
•

Develop first-class audit analytics tools and solutions for your
organization to conduct powerful audit tasks from Benford’s
analysis, duplicates detection, fraud risk assessment, forensic
analytics, anomaly detection in big data and so much more
to ensure you automate your audit processes and procedures
directly from your system and reduce downtime for producing
audit reports by more than 85.5%.
How you will benefit:
i.
Professionals will acquire the skills to connect to any core system
(s) in their organization leveraging from Advanced features in
Business Intelligence and analyse hundreds of millions of data.
ii.
Automate data structuring, cleaning and formatting with
Advanced ETL features.
iii. Using the Audit log to keep track of previously used instructions

Develop robust analytics models in credit, investment, risk
assessment and management to leverage from insights aggregated
from internal and external datasets
Objective:
•
To equip professionals with the skills to build dynamic risk
analytics models to identify, measure and mitigate risk before
they affect your business operations
How you will benefit:
i.
Professionals will be able to connect to the vast number of core
systems like Finance and HR to analyze big datasets in their
core MS Excel application.
ii.
Develop robust clustering models to quantify and expose
associated risk.
iii. Develop robust risk assessment hedonic models to stress test
scenarios and choose which decision would best optimize your
choice for investment.
iv. Leverage power of data analytics to differentiate prices and
maximise the most desirable decision.
v.
Automatically clean your data to accurately represent
measures and mitigants.
vi. Accurately quantify risk of default by developing algorithms
that automatically process big data.
Ugx 1,500,000 per participant for Five days | 8:00am – 4:00 pm

BOOK YOUR SLOT NOW | www.summitcl.com/summitbi or call us on +256 784 270519 |
e-mail us on catherinek@summitcl.com for further queries on the training.

9th to 13th December

vii.

Professionals will be able to reduce charge-off losses especially in
bank credit risk modeling to streamline credit scoring.
viii. Identify and review high risk payments before they occur
leveraging from robust predictive analytics models in MS Excel.
ix. Build sophisticated credit risk models like Roll Rates and Cure
Rates to measure probability of default for different clusters of
clients.
x.
Develop robust investment and amortization models to assess
investment risk.

EVENTS
CPE
10
Business intelligence for Finance, Accounting and
Management bootcamp
•

16-18th October 2019
3rd Annual Cyber Security and Risk Management
Conference | 3 DAYS

23rd to 25th November

CPE
05

Develop robust financial analytics models connected
to your core systems to analyse financial performance,
operational bottlenecks, and forecast to stay ahead of your
competitionprocess

How you will benefit:
i.
Connect to hundreds of millions of data from different sources
like Finance, ERP, HR etc. to uncover insights in the data.
ii.
Automate reporting of your three-statement financial models
and embed forecasting schedules in them.
iii. Analyse key financial metrics like financial ratios to better
understand where your business is going.
iv. MS Excel tips and tricks to increase organization of data in your
worksheets.
v.
Analysing data across different systems and tables and
consolidating your findings for the bigger picture.
vi. Real-life case studies in building automated financial models
for analysis and prediction.
vii. Assessing the loan capacity of your organization.
viii. Developing dynamic billing, invoice and payroll systems.
ix. Exposing financial fraud using advanced analytical tools.
x.
Solving complex optimization and scheduling problems.
xi. Building forecast schedules for financial statement analysis and
forecasting.
xii. Automating presentations with macros, slicers and timelines.
Ugx 1,500,000 per participant for Five days | 8:00am – 4:00 pm

Advanced Financial Modeling and Visualization
Build robust dynamic financial, investment and risk models for your
firm and present your results in world-class corporate strategic
dashboards and reports
Objective:
•
To empower professionals and executives with advanced
skills and techniques to produce first-class financial models,
compelling financial dashboards and automate your reporting
process
How you will benefit:
i.
Financial models will enable you manipulate data to
understand risks unique to your business and how they affect
your overall strategy.
ii.
You will be able to build dynamic dashboards relating your
model to different reports to give the bigger picture.
iii. Professionals will build captivating visualizations of their models
and other data points to unearth what is hidden in their data on
basis of the 10-second rule.
iv. Professionals will reduce errors of data entry in their worksheets
by more than 90%.
v.
Downtime for producing reports will reduce by 81%
vi. Learn the best practices of building financial models and laying
corporate dashboards.

Customized packages
We do not only provide solutions in this calendar
but also tailor training to the needs of your business.
Leverage the opportunities of custom in-house training
at a place of your convenience using data that you
already have at your company to make the experience
more applicable and the use-cases more relevant to
your business needs.
Custom in-house training happens between 3 – 5
days depending on the number of modules you have
selected. You are free to select the modules that
best suit you for each training to ensure maximum
satisfaction.

Ugx 700,000 per participant for three days | 8:00am – 4:00 pm

BOOK YOUR SLOT NOW | www.summitcl.com/summitbi or call us on +256 784 270519 |
e-mail us on catherinek@summitcl.com for further queries on the training.

Visual Basic for Applications;
Programming with MS Excel
Objective:
To empower Advanced Excel
professionals and users with the
tools to build customized solutions to
automate routine tasks, build out of
the world algorithms and personalized
business applications
Who should attend?
This level is open to anyone who
is willing to go a step ahead of the
Advanced Excel user

CPE
10

The training is customized for you and
takes five (5) days

Learn the robust programming language that builds business
solutions in MS Excel, IDEA, ACL and other common spreadsheet
programs to best suit your needs
Description
Visual Basic for Applications is Excel’s operating environment language and is core to finance in manipulation of
complex algorithms and automation of repetitive tasks in your business application. It runs within almost every
business application from MS Excel, IDEA, ACL, to mention but a few. It’s one of the biggest selling skills in
finance for only about 3.14% finance professionals in Kampala can properly interrogate its scripts and instructions.
Yet, it’s a very simple language that can be learnt without prior computer programming knowledge.
Take macros in business for instance, they assist finance professionals like auditors, accountants and investment
analysts in analyzing and adjusting huge amounts of data in a myriad of seconds. VBA in Excel has been used by
many finance professionals to create and maintain sophisticated trading, pricing and risk management models,
forecast sales and earnings and generate critical financial ratios.
A number of financial analysists in the Big Four are utilizing these skills to create diversified portfolio
management and scenario analysis with investments. They also generate lists of consumers and any relevant
content invoices, forms and charts, analyzing complex research data and managing data deposits of budget
and forecasting analytics.
How you will benefit:
i.

Convert a mailing list into a database with one
click
ii.
Unearth the powerful features of Visual Basic
for Applications, Ms Excel’s back-end
environment
iii. Build automated standalone smart solutions for
data entry, process modelling and data tracking
iv. Develop systems that will enhance
v.
monotonous tasks in your business
vi. Design business applications personally
customized for your enterprise
vii. Build complex financial spreadsheet models
in trading, pricing, risk management and
forecasting
viii. . Architect big data systems leveraging the
power of Excel’s back-end
ix. Enterprise business tools that solve complex

problems in just a click
Build dynamic algorithms that guide you on
investment decisions
xi. Integrate your application with your core to build a
dynamic eco-system
xii. Design custom functions and formulas from scratch
that make your organization’s worksheets standout
from conventional applications
xiii. Engineer a robust financial solution tailored to
perform tasks that weren’t built in Microsoft Excel
xiv. Architect your customized data analytics, accounting
and/or financial solution that willsave your
organization thousands of dollars spent on off-shelf
software.
xv. Unearth the powerful features of Visual Basic for
Applications, MS Excel’s back-end environment
x.

Visit
www.summitcl.com/summitbi to request for a quote

Advanced Predictive
Modeling
Objective:
To empower professionals with
advanced statistical modeling
tools to stress test investments,
detect financial fraud, forecast
future trends to make decisions
driven by the large deposits of
data in your organization.
Who should attend?
This level is open to anyone who
is willing to go a step ahead of the
Advanced Excel user.

CPE
10

The training is customized for you and
takes five (5) days

Leverage from the power of MS Excel’s dynamic statistical tools to build robust
descriptive, predictive and prescriptive analytics models for decision-making in
business.
Description
Employ vigorous predictive analytics models in business to identify risks and opportunities. Learners will
employ robust statistical models that will enable end-users mine data, model big data and apply machine
learning algorithms to produce sophisticated predictive models that drive decision making. Like SPPS, Stata
and Eviews, MS Excel can manipulate these same tasks with ability to automate these tasks for self-service
usage by other end-users.
Analytical models are only as efficient as the decisions they drive. Further in this training course,
professionals will apply sophisticated Hedonic models to stress test investments and other business
decisions to find the most optimal solution in a given scenario.
Professionals will further ensure reliability of their models by applying different tests including analysis of
variances before reporting their projections. A prescription with at most accuracy guarantees trust among the
staff you work with.

How you will benefit:
i.

Find out how much your firm will make in the
short and long-term
ii.
Build valuation models and plan when to sell
or buy real estate
iii. Build algorithmic models to automate trade
iv. and finance decisions.
v.
Detect employee theft by studying past data
vi. and hidden patterns.
vii. Forecast anomalies in performance and
viii. targets in your operations.
ix. Build models that foresee sales and revenue
x.
using past financials.

xi. Develop models to track manufacturing
xii. inefficiencies
xiii. Use different forecasting techniques compare
to determine the most viable.
xiv. ix. How macroeconomic impact can be added
to your financial ratios and variance analysis in
forecast models.
xv. Accounting for errors and bias
xvi. Visualizing predictive models to be easily
interpreted by executives.
xvii. Analyzing impact of seasonality on projections

Have our experts conduct in-house
or at the Institute of Forensics and ICT security. Visit
www.summitcl.com/summitbi to download a booking form

Some of our Clients

Other services we offer
i. summitFORENSICS Toolkit
Stop revenue leakages. Become a vanguard of
transparency.
visit: www.summitcl.com/forensics
ii. summitMEDIA Toolkit
Create a compelling Brand using digital Agenda. Put
money on the table.
visit; www.creative.summitcl.com

Save millions of top-line, unearth
hidden bottlenecks, protect your
organization from unanticipated
risk and gain competitive
advantage in your industry.

iii. summitSTRATEGY Toolkit
Craft an organic strategy. Grow your income and cut
costs.
visit; www.summitcl.com/strategy
iv. summitSECURITY Toolkit
Secure your intellectual property. Stop data leakages.
Secure your top most asset – business data.
visit: www.summitcl.com/security
Visit www.summitcl.com/beyondexcel to
download the banking sector report 2016 to know
which ones are the most risky banks.

Visit: www.summitcl.com/
summitbi to request to schedule
a training
or call Francis on 0774188438

Contact our Team on:
Email: training@summitcl.com
Telephone: 0414 2311 36 | 0774 188 438

